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Social insect queens are a classic example of polyphenism, with a phenotype focused on reproduction generated by the same genome that produces their sterile sister workers. Recently, it was reported that wingless virgin queens of Acromyrmex leaf-cutting ants assume worker roles when they fail to disperse and found new colonies [1]. This was interpreted as the (re-)evolution of worker behaviour, resulting in inclusive fitness benefits, with the authors suggesting that this was the first observation of such behaviour in queens of species with single-queen colonies and a dispersal-based mating flight [1]. However, worker-like behaviour in virgin wingless queens has been previously reported in two other species of Acromyrmex [2] and in the seed-harvesting ant Messor andrei [3], all of which share these colony characteristics. These previous reports shed more light on this unusual behaviour.

Both Acromyrmex and M. andrei queens found nests semi-claustrally. The observation of worker-like behaviour by queens in both groups supports the argument, made previously [3], that such behaviour is facilitated in species where queens have to forage to found their nests [1]. The herbivorous lifestyle of Acromyrmex was taken to suggest that workers allow queens to take on worker roles as the nutrients incorporated into them during development cannot be recouped directly via consumption [1]. However, M. andrei is omnivorous [4] and yet virgin wingless queens forage for the same length of time as workers [3]. This suggests that herbivory is not a pre-requisite for the acceptance by sterile workers of their sister queens as fellow workers. Whether the value of queens as foragers is greater than their potential value as recycled nutrients is unknown. Consequently, given that semi-claustral foundation is in fact likely to be widespread across the so-called ‘higher ants’ [5], worker-like behaviour in wingless virgin queens may be similarly widespread, and not limited to leaf-cutting, or other herbivorous ants [1].

Finally, what is the mechanism behind the expression of worker-like behaviour in queens? Nehring et al. elegantly showed that artificial wing-removal elicited this behaviour [1]. Natural wing removal is associated with a suite of physiological and hormonal changes [6], and it may be that this simply elicits behavioural modules used in colony-founding by these queens. Parasite-manipulation of behaviour in social insects through changes in hormonal levels [7] suggests that this explanation may be plausible. Wingless virgin queens of Acromyrmex crassispinus had lower levels of flight-related proteins [2]. Given the small number of worker-like queens observed in wild colonies of Acromyrmex and Messor ([1,3], these queens may be the result of a lack of provisioning that prevents them from joining the mating flight. Rather than a (re-)evolution of behaviour, worker-like behaviour in queens may be a non-adaptive response that imposes neither costs nor meaningful benefits.
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